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I’m the type of person who as a kid took everything any anything that he could get his 

hands on apart. I never grew out of this. Today, when I take something apart, I am not 

content with the way things used to be. I make improvements. 

 My free time is heavily spent engaging in my own personal projects. I try not to become 

too specialized so I’ve focused on a wide variety of fields along the spectrum from 

electronics to software development. These projects require a very large range of skills, 

some of which I’ve acquired from college, many of which I’ve been forced to learn on 

my own time. 

One of my larger projects was an electronic bike. What started as a 20 year old dirt bike 

was turned into an electric bike with the aid of DIY welding equipment made from car 

batteries and an electric motor. V1 burned up even more rapidly than I had constructed 

it. After a successful 3-mile ride, the electric motor was a flaming container of molten 

plastic. It was apparent that my method of controlling the motor with a knife switch 

directly connected to the batteries was less than effective. 

Over the following months, the project was reborn as Frankenstein’s Monster. I needed 

to implement current limiting to prevent another burnout. I could have used existing 

solutions to solve this problem; however, I wanted to create my own system to learn 

how it works. I read that the current of a motor was inversely proportional to its 

rotational speed, so I installed Hall effect sensors in the frame and measured the 

rotational speed using spinning magnets. I wanted a system to limit the power when the 



motor began heating up so I used the voltage drop across a diode in order to create a 

cheap temperature sensor. 

Rather than using a throttle to control the bike, the pedals became a deadman switch. If 

the user pedaled, it would turn on and it became an electric assist bike. Then I needed 

to implement a security system to prevent others from using it. A Bluetooth device was 

incorporated into the bike and the microprocessor required to handle all of these 

sensory inputs used a sequence of commands to activate the system. Since I already 

have a phone app to unlock the bike, and I had several sensors within the bike, it was 

only logical to create a full bike computer. 

Project creep was significant, but during each stage, I was forced to learn more. 

 


